
I  AM AN LGBT+ ALLY!
What is an LGBT + Ally?
Being an ally is about being an active friend or support to someone else. An LGBT+ ally is an 
advocate, activist or friend of the lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender+ community. People who do 
not identify as LGBT+ can be allies to the LGBT+ community and LGBT+ people can be allies to each 
other too! If we want to live in a world where people are accepted, valid and valued, we all can be 
part of the solution. Being an ally means being willing to act with and for others in pursuit of ending 
oppression and inequality. There are many ways you can be an LGBT+ Ally- you are probably one 
and don’t even realise it yet! Flip over to learn some tips on how to continue to be a supportive friend 
to your LGBT+ pals! 



o Educate yourself about the LGBT Community- rights, inequalities, history, Pride event
o Try and familiarise yourself with the different terminology around the LGBT+ community! 
 (Don’t’ worry, it is evolving all of the time and nobody knows everything)
o Go to events like PRIDE to show your support to your LGBT+ friends
o Listen to people who come out, ask them how you can support them
o Stand up against any LGBT bullying, negative slurs or comments- challenge anyone who is disrespectful  
 towards or about the LGBT+ Community! (this is where educating yourself around LGBT issues is useful)
o Mention any LGBT support services or helplines you know about to your LGBT+ friends
o Respect people’s pronouns- just ask them what pronoun they use if you are unsure!
 (he/him, she/her, they/them)
o Show your support on social media by reporting any homophobic, biphobic or transphobic   
 comments or posts.
o ‘Hear it, Stop it, Don’t be a Bystander’- Join BelonG To’s annual Stand Up Awareness Week  Campaign  
 and take a stand against LGBT+ bullying
o Wear a visible marker- wear a supportive badge or wristband or even a simple rainbow bracelet!
o Put up an LGBT+ friendly poster in your space/ school/ workplace – it creates a more welcoming and  
 inclusive environment for the LGBT+ community without saying a word!

What does being an ally involve?
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